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PLASTERMAN
COMPACT AND POWERFUL.
Compact design and powerful components are what make the PLASTERMAN an indispensable 
machine for plasterwork on construction sites. 

PLASTERMAN

PUMP MOTOR
With its 5.5 kW, the 
pump motor provides 
just the right amount of 
power. 

FILLING CONTAINER
The PLASTERMAN can easily 
be filled with the plaster 
material via the filling 
container.

WATER PUMP
The water pump pumps the 
water required for mixing 
the plaster material.

COMPRESSOR
400 V for an 
output up to 220 
lt./min.
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PLASTERMAN

PLASTERMAN
The solid construction of the selected components ensures PLASTERMAN’s high quality, which more than 
meets the demands of the construction site. The high-quality parts give PLASTERMAN its notable reliability 
and performance.

PLASTERMAN

Operating voltage 400 V - 50 Hz

Pump motor 5,5 kW

Star wheel motor 0,75 kW

Compressor 400 V - 220 lt./min

Water pump 400 V - 50 Hz

Power about 5-70 lt./min

Weight about 270kg

ELECTRICALLY POWERED 
PLASTERING MACHINE.

Its sophisticated design allows the PLASTERMAN to always provide optimum performance. It is not a problem to process 
different kinds of materials. Such diverse materials include renovating plasters, gypsum plasters, lime-cement plasters and 
insulation plasters, which can all be easily processed.

With its highly compact design and reduced weight, the PLASTERMAN is ready to be used on site quickly and without major 
problems. Its large wheels make it extremely mobile, which greatly aids work on construction sites as well as transportation to 
the site.

The PLASTERMAN is designed to be very simple to operate. This not only saves time, but also relieves stress and ensures a 
smooth plastering process.

PROCESSING OF BUILDING MATERIALS.

TRANSPORT AND MOBILITY.

OPERABILITY

SPARE PARTS 

COMPRESSOR
Art.No.: 00272681

SPRAYER
Art.No.: 00273334

WATER PUMP
Art.No.: 00274208

DETERGENT
Art.No.: 00273326

MIXING SPIRAL
Art.No.: 00273322
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PLASTERMAN OVERVIEW
 ¬ Ease of use

 ¬ Wide range of accessories

 ¬ Spare parts delivery guaranteed

 ¬ „made in Germany“

 ¬ Robust, powerful, efficient

 ¬ Reliable technology

  
     

     
         

      
               

   

 
       

      
    

 

 
    

     
  

   
   

 
   
 

    

 
  

   
 

 
   

  
 

P.O.Box 124401 
The Oberoi Tower 
Glory Sky Business Center 
Unit 801-196 
 

  
   

Business Bay 
Dubai, United Arab Emirates 
 
Mob.: +971 50 4553486 
Email: info@eclat-sts.com 
Web: www.eclat-sts.com
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